February 2017
Welcome
A picture tells a thousand words.

Walgett is seeing a few Mirids below threshold with
SLW starting to apppear in high numbers and
some fruit loss which is being attributed to
excessive heat. Heliothis have not eventuated
from big egg lays in January and crops are still
looking good despite the conditions.
Boggabri to Gunnedah we are seeing Pix applied
and some insect controlled at the same time,
mainly Mirids and Mites. Irrigated crops appear to
be handling the heat with Dryland crops starting to
feel the effects. We had a local farm tour last week
where we ended up at James Barlow where he has
pretty much automated his irrigation with new
Centre Pivots all controlled from his phone.

being applied to some crops to start to cut it out.
Crops have set fruit late mainly due to weather
conditions and there is some concern with the lack
of season length. Some good storms in isolated
patches have helped a few but generally dryland
crops are starting to cutout where storms have not
fallen.

Clint Charters with his modified planter with liquid injection
capabilities.

Some good storms last week through Edgeroi
have helped Dryland crops although most missed
out on any useful falls. I took this picture of last
year’s Bollgard 3 cotton crop which was planted to
Field Peas then slashed and the ratoons controlled
after harvest with a camera sprayer using Starane.
One of the options now available with the new
RMP.

Field Pea stubble with good control of ratoon cotton

Wee Waa crops are holding on well and yield
potential is still good. Spraying has been required
for Mirids and Mites with SLW numbers starting to
build.
Pumps at “Mirrabinda” which supply 6 centre pivots
controlled from his phone.

The Liverpool plains are also seeing a few Mirids
and Mites with some control necessary. Pix is

Day Degrees Update
Below are the accumulated day degrees for 3 sites
with a 10th October plant. The main change this

fortnight are the extra hot days which is pushing
most area to or above last season’s numbers.

Wee Waa Research Station
Date
Hot
Days
Cold
Shocks

2016
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2014

Average

44
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25

0

14

13.8

Research Advice

Quirindi Post Office
Date
Hot
Days
Cold
Shocks

2016

2015

2014

Average

28

19

27

11.2

36

20

36

30.2

Walgett Airport
Date
Hot
Days
Cold
Shocks

2016

2015

2014

Average

60

46

45

34.8

25

12

15

12.2

Last week we conducted a tour of the Liverpool
plains with Mike Bange, Simone Hiemona and Rob
Eveleigh looking at crops at “Dimby Downs”,
“Connamara” and at “Rossmar Park” where we
have setup some exclusion tents to show the
comparison of plants with no insect pressure. For
those unable to attend I posed some questions
directly to Mike Bange so that we could share his
knowledge and observations from the trip. Here is
60 seconds with Mike.
What do you think contributed to plants not
fruiting below 12 nodes in some cases?
If we are talking about no fruiting branches below
node 12 this is most likely caused by a delay in
floral initiation caused by stress. Very high or very
low temperatures delay floral initiation (initiation of
the first square) allowing more nodes to
develop. This year we certainly had cool/cold
conditions during this early period of crop
development.
What effect is the hot days and warm night’s
having on the plant?
Hot days means more water use. We are more
likely to see effects of daytime temperature
causing heat stress when it is humid. Crops have
an incredible ability to remain cool when there is
plenty of water and are allowed to transpire freely.
Warm
nights
means
more
respiration
(consumption of the carbohydrates that were
produced during the day. With these warm nights
coinciding with the increasing fruit loads means

that there is more stress on the plant and makes it
more difficult to maintain fruit production. This is
also challenged this season with generally lower
leaf area development (and probably roots as well)
caused by the early cool temperatures. We are
seeing NAWF declining rapidly and more difficult
to maintain at higher numbers.

temperatures and it means that the square and boll
die on the plant. A lot of these effects are
associated with high temperatures and high
humidity meaning that there is less ability for the
plants to cool themselves with transpiration.

Will yield be affected this season?
This will depend on if crops are successfully
allowed to compensate and have the length of
growing season to allow fruit growth. There is a
high chance with delays and the temperature
stresses yields may be affected. I hope I am
wrong.
The crop appears to be putting a lot of fruit on
now in a very condensed time, what factors will
I need to consider?
Ensuring that irrigation times are optimal. Some
additional nutrition (eg broadcasted or water run
urea), may help if there is a chance that it maybe
limiting.
I usually apply Pix to my crop at this time of
year. Is extra care required because of this
extra heat and condensed fruiting pattern?
The same principles apply. But I would also
consider that leaf area maybe limited. Monitoring
is critical (eg VGR).
Crops appear to be sending out reproductive
stems and then vegetative stems. Is this
normal?
This could be a result of stresses affecting the
initiation of fruiting branches.
What actually causes parrot-beaking and how
much impact can it have on yield?
Parrot beaking is a result of high temperature
affecting
pollen
viability
and
germination. Therefore there are locks of cotton
that will not develop seeds and hence lint. Yes it
will affect yield, and the degree will depend on the
amount. Also I have been seeing a bit of young
square and boll cavitation. This is where the
square and boll have wanted to shed but the
abscission layer has been damaged by the high

Discussing cotton with Mike, Simone and Rob at “Rossmar
Park” with exclusion tents in background.

What’s on.
8th Feb- GVIA Field day, 7.20am buses
depart Racecourse.
15th/ 16th Feb -Introduction to Irrigation,
Tamworth, Jodie Porter 1300 949 891
22th/ 23rd Feb –Centre Pivot and Lateral
Move Training, Jodie Porter 1300 949 891
16th March- Grower of the Year Field Day,
“Connamara” Quirindi.
Further information on the irrigation training days
can be found herehttp://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/land-andwater/water/sustaining-the-basin/training

Welshy’s Weather
A blocking high in the Tasman Sea and a negative
Southern Annular Mode persist; keeping the
Murray-Darling Basin hot and dry. Historically,
these events have broken with a 100-200mm rain
event when atmospheric conditions change. A
passing weak MJO seems to have created some
instability, with models now favouring precipitation
and cooler temperatures towards the end of
February. A word of caution for 2017 winter crop -

the Indian Ocean looks unfavourable for winter rain
which has been the breadwinner for winter
rain over the last few seasons. Keep an eye on the
Moisture Manager for updates

What was that?
A mini tornado ripped through the Harparary area
a couple of days ago making short work of this
shed with the machines remaining unscathed.

A shed is decimated by clyclonic winds.

Congratulations
Mike Bange was the recipient of the prestigious
Beltwide Award at their recent conference in the
US due to his outstanding contributions to cotton
physiology over 20 years. We are lucky to have
him, well done Mike.
Until next time
Cheers
Geoff
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